As much a part of the American scene as universities themselves are the social fraternities . . . and no different is Georgia Tech with its 26 active national chapters . . . typifying the good brotherhood of the Tech GREEKS is the now traditional beer mug outlined opposite. . . .
To the Interfraternity Council of Georgia Tech falls the task of regulating, expanding, and integrating the activities of the twenty-six national fraternities located here on the campus. Operating under the general supervision of Dean John J. Pershing, its fifty-two members increase the scope and value of fraternal life at Tech.

A realization of the large accomplishments which a council of this type is capable of contributing to the school has made the I. F. C. a leading factor in the promotion of athletic, scholastic, welfare, and social events. Competition is the keynote of all council undertakings, and thereby not only are results obtained, but pride is built up in each member of his particular chapter.

Softball, football, basketball, and many other sports constitute the principle athletic program of the I. F. C. A tremendous interest in these sports and also in scholarship is obtained by the presentation of a trophy each year to the fraternity who has acquired the most points in the athletic and scholastic competition.

Best illustrating the welfare work of the council is its part in the Empty Stocking Fund drive conducted each Christmas by the Atlanta Junior Chamber of Commerce. Also this year, the council organized a "help week" in which the pledges from all the fraternities took part. Rounding out the phases of campus life, the council is socially famous for the annual dance that it sponsors in the spring.

The Interfraternity Council as a whole, and its members individually, are constantly seeking new opportunities to promote a better student life at Georgia Tech.
MEMBERS

Phi Gamma Delta
Jim Gabriel
Dave Donald

Phi Kappa Sigma
George Rabstejnek
Bob Bitowft

Phi Kappa Tau
R. B. McTyier
Willford Smith

Phi Sigma Kappa
John Gunner
Chab Burchett

Pi Kappa Alpha
George King
Bob McAdams

Pi Kappa Phi
Bob Russell
Ronald Barney

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Johnny Kidd
James Sanders

Sigma Chi
Ralph Paden
Mike Cady

Sigma Nu
William Perrine
Cliff McDonnell

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Bill Hoyer
Gordon Crane

Tau Epsilon Phi
Mert Wallen
Stanley Steinberg

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Bill Moy
Bill McCaskill

Phi Kappa Tao
R. B. McTyier

Pi Kappa Phi
Bob Russell
Ronald Barney

Theta Chi
Mace Phillips
Bill Cashin

Theta Xi
Channing Jones
Fred Reeves

Watson
Kidd
Steinberg

Lavinsky
Smith
Sanders
Wallen

Tarlin
Burchett
Cady
Moy

Donald
Gunter
Paden
Cashin

Gabriel
King
Perrine
Phillips

Bitowft
Barney
Crane
Jones

Robstejnek
Russell
Hoyer
Reaves
MEMBERS

Burt Bernstein
Arty Cannon
Bob Cherry
Al Cohen
Steve Copans
Dick Dalton
Sid Davis
Hal Fishman
Harvey Fox
Don Friedman
Karl Frankel
Herb Ginsberg
Bob Gold
Leonard Goldner
Dave Gracer
Jerry Holiber
Julie Hyman
Bill Israel
Hal Kaplan
Art Kern
Phil Korman
Jay Kornfield
Joe Lynn
Chuck Malmeth
J. B. Mazer
Mark Myers
Jack Napp
Barry Ottinger
Nate Sager
Bob Schneck
Marv Shatz
Hal Siegel
Leon Siegel
Dave Singer
Herb Singer
Rod Turk
Roy Wayne
Burt Yolen
Don Young
Jack Zbar

"Isn't it exciting!"
In March, 1946, Zeta Chapter of Alpha Epsilon Pi, inactive for twenty years, was re-established on the Georgia Tech campus. With the brothers of Sigma Gamma Fraternity as a nucleus, Alpha Epsilon Pi expanded its membership very rapidly and is now the largest Jewish fraternity at Tech.

The chapter has as one of its goals the development of a high standard of social and intellectual fellowship among its members, so that they may better be fitted to take their proper seats in the universities and communities of America.

For the first time in AEPi history, two national awards were given to one chapter, and Zeta was the recipient of both the National Loyalty Cup and the National Athletic Trophy.

OFFICERS

Sumner Wayne . . . . . President
Jerome Holiber . . . . . Vice President
Nathan Sager . . . . . Secretary
Leonard Goldner . . . . . Treasurer

Kaplan
Kern
Korman
Kornfield
Siegel, H.
Myers
Sager
Schneck
Siegel, L.
Korman
Singer, D.
Kornfield
Singer
Lyal
Siegel
Shatz
Yolen
Young

"The $39 Pie."
For the second consecutive year, Alpha Tau Omega has won the I. F. C. cup, which is awarded annually to the fraternity most outstanding in all fields of competition—scholarship, intramural sports, etc. This cup climaxed a year long effort by the chapter: championships in softball, volleyball, and track, and first place in Stunt Night, Homecoming decorations, and scholarship.

ATO has the distinction of being the oldest fraternity on the Georgia Tech campus, and Beta Iota chapter has been continuously active since its founding, September 18, 1888. The national organization was founded at Virginia Military Institute, September 11, 1865. ATO was the first Greek letter social fraternity founded solely upon Christian principles.

ATO now has 114 active chapters which extend throughout the United States and Canada. Beta Iota is well represented in the campus honorary and service organizations, including ANAK, ODK, Koseme Society, Ramblin’ Rock Club, Bulldog Club, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, the Student Council, and various campus publications.

Balancing the extra-curricular activities and scholarship, social life is very complete. The House Party at Lake Ocoee, the Spring Formal, and the Senior Banquets highlight the year’s social activities.

OFFICERS

FREDRIK WOOD . . . . . . . President
BLAIR TREWHIT . . . . Vice President
RAMON MCLeod . . . . . . . Secretary
NEAL BRAUN . . . . . . . . Treasurer

"We're having a hot time tonight!!"
Dyson
Fowler, R.
Gordon
Hollingsworth

Elder
Fowlke
Graham
Holmes

Ellington
Franklin
Guthrie
Homan

Ellis
Friscia
Hanner
Howard, J. C.

Fall
Collington
Harrington
Howard, J. W.

Feiertag
Garrard
Harvard
Hall

Foss
Grassett
Harwell
Jackson

Fowler, F.
Giordano
Hicks
Jordon

Rushing, ATO style.

It runs too!!

TAU OMEGA
MEMBERS

Wally Arell
Hank Artht
Paul Atkins
Charlie Allen
Louis Andrews
Larry Arthurs
Lloyd Baggett
Kem Baird
John Boger
Don Bunch
Joe Bond
Neal Braun
Luke Brooks
Sam Brown
Bill Bryan
Joe Budge
Bob Burford
Bob Cary
Jim Chamberlain
Don Clement
Bill Cory
Larry Cowart
Dick Corber
John Courts
Vance Custer
Bob Dancy
Avant Daughtey
John Davis
Billy Derbaichine
Will Decker
Phil Denton
Pete Dunlap
John Dyson
Allen Eitel
Bob Elder
Tom Ellington
Bradford Ellis
Bill Fausta
Bruce Feiertag
Bud Fowler
Bob Fowler
Al Fowler
Sam Franklin
Ted French
Joe Frascia
Carl Garbaten
Holt Garrard
Bill Gassett
Felix Germain
Bob Gobbard
Don Gordon
Carter Graham
Bill Guthrie
Andy Hall
Jim Hands
Sheep Hansen
Arnold Harrington
Tom Harvard
John Harwell
Joe Hawkins
Ralph Hicks
Ralph Hinson
Charlie Hollingsworth
Jenny Holmes
Charlie Homan
Jack Howard
Johnny Howard
Mike Hule
Guy Jackson
Ronnie Jordan

Ralph Johnson
Jim Keel
Roger Kimball
Hugh Lane
Owen Lilly
Ar Little
Lewis Little
Hayne McCandlish
Eddie McDowell
Barnon McClod
Scott Miller
Floyd Montgomery
Phil Morris
Claude Moses
John Myers
Ben Newberry
Tom Newbery
Paul O'Shields
Bill Parker
Tom Parkerson
Herman Peed
Bill Penhallegon
Cecil Phillips
Graham Phillips
Ken Pickens
Bobby Rabun
Mike Reid
Cecil Roberts
Oscar Roberts
Wayne Saterbak

Stu Sayers
Ellis Weaverleigh
Guy Schneider
Ted Schuler
Leon Scott
Bob Sharp
Bob Sherman
Jim Smith
Nelson Smith
Neil Smith
Earl Smith
Conrad Smith
Bob Stickley
Bob Sutton
Frank Swearingen
Bob Sytz
Clyde Taylor
Monty Thorne
Gordon Travis
Blair Trumworth
Bud Twitty
Tommy Umstead
Gene Wallace
Ralph Wible
Shorty Williams
Frank Williams
Pierce Williams
Tom Wilson
Freddie Wood
Tom Yarby

Mother Aldridge and her boys.
The Spider Strikes.

GAMMA ETA CHAPTER

Founded in 1839 at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, Beta Theta Pi has always maintained a position among the leading social fraternities of the nation. Beta Theta Pi now has ninety-seven chapters in the United States and two provinces in Canada.

Gamma Eta Chapter was installed at Georgia Tech in 1917 and moved into the present chapter house in 1927. Always among the campus leaders in scholarship, Gamma Eta has won the Sigma Chi scholarship trophy for the two years it has been offered. The chapter also has an excellent record in other phases of campus life, including athletics and extracurricular activities. Last year Gamma Eta was selected as one of the fifteen outstanding chapters of Beta Theta Pi.

Beta Theta Pi endeavors to teach men high ideals, cooperation, and the way to a successful future. Toward this end, the chapter sponsors extensive social activities, including several buffet suppers, house dances, outings and formal parties during the year.

OFFICERS

Howell Graham . . . . President
John Abner . . . . Vice President
John Williams . . . . Secretary
Curtiss Lasserre . . . . Treasurer

Abner
Brown
Cobb
Fedoff
Adams
Burke
Corbett
Ferrall
Batwright
Cobbett
De Vane
Fournier
Bobo
Cline
Dugger
Fyle
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THETA PI

What, music??

"The Beauty and the Beasts."

Gay Hawkins
Hafner Kennedy, C.
Gillespie Heerman Hudgins Kennedy, D.
Graham Hickerson Hughs Kirk
Hardie Hicks Humphrey Kirkpatrick
Hauenstein, R. Hixson Jewett Lasserre
Hauenstein, W. Hollis Johnson Lemasters
MEMBERS

John Abner
Robert Adams
Joseph Aycock
Jack Boatwright
John Boro
Robert Brown
Hugh Burke
Randolph Cabell
Julian Clark
Carl Cline
Charles Corb
William Corrett
Richard DeVane
Wilson Dreger
John Durnstine
Emo Fedoff
Edward Ferrell
John Fournier
James Franklin
Fred Fuqate
John Fyfe
John Gay
John Gillespie
Robert Gilliland
Howell Graham
William Graham
Robert Green
Newton Harbie
Wade Harrell
Rudolph Hauenstein
William Hauenstein
James Hawkins
Henry Heermann
James Hickerson
Herbert Hicks
Everett Hixson
Julian Holle
Paul Hotinger
J. B. Hughes
Dan Hughes
William Humphrey
Alex Hunt
Jon Jewett
Pierce Johnson
Clyde Kennedy
Daniel Kennedy
Russell Kirk
Darrow Kirkpatrick
Curtiss Lasserre
John Lemaster
Barry Lynch
James Machmer
Thomas Mayes
Lytton Millican
Frank Monger
Devon Monroe
Alan Neal
Dick Newell
Jack Patterson
John Perry
Wilson Reeves
Ray Rivenbark
James Roberts
Terrell Roberts
Lawrence Ross
Richard Rosselot
Jacob Rudolph
Benjamin Shepardson
Jeb Shepardson
James Shively
Lindsay Shives
Calvin Smith
Ruble Smith
Pierre Sovey
Richard Steele
Thomas Stoncypher
Bryant Strickland
Hamilton Traylor
Wayne Wadgell
Dan Watters
John Williams
Larry Wilson
Johnston Wimberly
Thomas Wright

Too much cider!!
Nice trophy.

Captain Beta and Beta Rays.

Oooo, la la!

Music appreciation hour.
OMEGA CHAPTER

On December 24, 1824, the Princeton Order of Chi Phi was founded at the College of New Jersey, now Princeton University. From that time forward, chapters of Chi Phi have been established at the outstanding colleges and universities throughout the country.

On June 2, 1904, the charter of Omega Chapter was granted. In 1910 a chapter house was obtained making Chi Phi the first fraternity on the Tech campus to own its house. The present, well-situated house was built in 1928.

Chi Phi has always been an outstanding fraternity on the campus not only socially, but also athletically and scholastically. The fraternity has had a most enjoyable social season topped-off with a big winter formal.

OFFICERS

Buddy Young .......... President
Bob Drake .......... Vice President
Marshall Wellborn .... Treasurer
Charley Groover .... Secretary
Christmas Party for the kids.

MEMBERS

FREDHOE ADAMS
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
GEORGE BIRD
FRANK BELL
RICHARD BORNE
SPENCER BROOK
BUD BROWN
DON BROWN
STEVE BRYAN
PAUL BOHLER
BUBBA BUSKILL
BOB CARDEN
BILLY CASWELL
WILLIE CARMICHAEL
LAYTON CASHER
BILLO CHANCE
BILLY CRASHER
CHARLES DAVID
BILL DAYTON
TONY DOWD
BOB DRAKE
JIMMY DREW
DICK EDWARDS
BOB FINE
FOREST FOWLER
LINTON GAY
GLENN GIBSON
JOHN GRIFFIN
CHARLES GROOVER
BOBBY HAND
BARRY HAND
HARRY HARDIN
DONALD HARVEY
JOHN HELLWEG
SKIP HEMLEY
BILLY HILL
BOBBY HUDSON
BILL JACOBSEN
JIMMY JOHNSON
ER JOINER
JOE KARLBER
RALPH KING
WAYLAND LAMAR
ROBERT LEGRAN
DREW LIGBELL
BARNIE MALTHY
BUDY MARTIN
TED McCLELLAN
HUGH MERCER
WALLACE MONTGOMERY
BUSTER MORGAN
ERNST MORRISON

BILL NORTHCOOT
HARRY OLEHAM
JIM PETHEL
WALTER PROBST
DICK PUTMAN
RUSSEL RAINF
BOB RANDOLPH
LAMAR REESE
JOHN REID
PETE RENNER
PAT RICK
NEIL RILEY
BEN ROBERTS
BOB SHAYERS
BILL SIBLEY
ALLAN SPEARMAN
JERRY SRETT
PLANTON STEPHENS
TERRY TEGAR
CHARLIE THOMAS
LEE THOMPSON
VAN THURSTON
REDFORD TRAMELL
C. A. TRUFT
BEN TYLER
BILLY WALLER
Members:

Thomas Anderson
Lloyd Bayley
Al Boist
Frank Bottone
Howard Burch
Art Close
Daniel Coffer
Sam Davis
William Davis
Robert Dischinger
Robert Drake
Henry Dozier
Don Dugger
Richard Engel
Trayton Fleetwood
Thomas Fox
Robert Frazier
Clarke Harris
Jack Hinton
Seaborn Jones
William Kessler
David Keyser

Rudolph Klass
Joe Knight
Joi Lavelle
George Leach
Robert Leithead
Jack Lucky
Carl Lehmann
Allen MacKnight
Nicholas Matosakas
Herschel Nix
Brooks Powell
Rudy Rubesch
Richard Smith
David Snyder
Douglas Stapp
James Stultz
Peter Ten Eyck
Al Twiss
Kevin Walker
Ed Ward
Robert Welch
Howard Wood

Frosty, the snowman!

Delta
ALPHA GAMMA CHAPTER

Founded December 10, 1899, at City College of New York, Delta Sigma Phi has expanded to where it has 72 chapters and 9 colonies. We are one of the few fraternities that have ever been allowed at Washington and Lee University. Delta Sigma Phi engulfs the United States from the east to the west coast and from the Gulf of Mexico across the Canadian border, having two chapters at Canadian universities.

The Alpha Gamma Chapter received its official charter in January of 1920. Stressing scholarship primarily, we also encourage our members to take part in as many school activities as possible, and as a result, we have representatives in the honor societies, student government, and athletics. Fundamentally a social fraternity, Delta Sigma Phi is a leader in the social world and is particularly famous for its Carnation Ball and Sailor’s Ball.

OFFICERS

EDWARD WARD . . . . . . . President
JAMES STULTZ . . . . . . . Vice President
ROBERT FRAZIER . . . . . . Secretary
ALLEN MACKNIGHT . . . . . Treasurer

That sun is really bright.
Delta Tau Delta was founded in 1859 at Bethany College, Virginia and has grown and prospered through the years to where it now stands securely with eighty-four active chapters throughout the United States and Canada and over fifty thousand alumni. The Gamma Psi Chapter of Delta Tau Delta was established on the Tech campus in April, 1921. Advocating an active college life for its members, Gamma Psi has continually displayed that spirit on the Tech campus by having Delts in ANAK, ODK, the Student Council, the Blue Print, Technique, and Yellow Jacket, as well as having three Delts selected for Who’s Who in 1952-1953.

The social aspects of the fraternity life were again realized to the fullest with buffet suppers, hayrides, informal dances, house-parties and the annual Delt Rainbow Ball. Rounding out a full year of activity, the Delts participated in all intramural sports.

OFFICERS

Dean Davidson          President
Tommy Alnutt          Vice President
Robert Heard          Secretary
Ben Carver             Treasurer
A modern design in "Ramblin' Reck;"
MEMBERS

Chuck Kelley
Don Law
J. W. Lee
Russ Lavrette
Bob Lewis
Rich Lockhart
Steve Morris
Jack Murchison
Bobby Nelson
George Newton
Gordon Oliver
Lane Phillips
Roy Portwood
Frank Prosser
Bill Raines
Gus Randolph
Truman Raspberry
Dick Reddy
Bob Riley
Glover Robinson
Dick Schwaemmle
Bob Scott
Tommy Severinghaus
Don Shepard
Roger Shoemaker
Bobby Smith
Pete Smith
Dan Spencer
Bob Stone
Clint Strange
Milt Swergert
Lance Tarrant
R. B. Taylor
Neil Taylor
Don Troncalli
Don Usher
Tommy Varnson
Jack Vibberts
Bill Wagner
Bill Wailes
Ed Waller
Sonny Watson
Jerry White
Tal Williams
Billy Wilson

Shipwreck party.
The President crowns our Queen.

Anderson fades back . . .

Our pledge class.
The Kappa Alpha Order was founded in 1865 at Washington and Lee University, and since that time has become one of the leading national social fraternities. Today there are seventy-six active chapters extending from coast-to-coast across the central and southern sections of our country.

Alpha Sigma celebrated its fifty-third year on the Tech campus last fall and with the present membership has upheld the tradition of active participation in the social and campus activities.

Kappa Alpha's are numbered among the honorary groups as well as administering many responsible student positions. KA consistently ranks among the top fraternities on the campus.

This year was highlighted by an "Old South Ball," Convivium, which is a celebration of Robert E. Lee's birthday, the Christmas party, the KA Rose Formal, and the annual spring house party.

OFFICERS

RAY GARDNER . . . . President
HAROLD MCKENZIE . . . Vice President
JOHN ALLEN . . . . Secretary
SCOTT SHAW . . . . Treasurer
Our Handiwork!

"The Cow-Punchers take over."

ALPHA
MEMBERS

John Klinke
Ruby Matenser
Mac McAllister
Dave McGarr
Harold McKenzie
Stewart McKenzie
Bob Melson
Howard Melton
Lane Middleton
Hiram Miller
Dan Mills
Jim Moreton
Bill Nipper
Richard Norwood
Bill Paine
Bill Patton
Jimmie Philips
Al Quigley
Phil Reck
Paul Register
Sunny Riles
Chip Ritchie
William Robertson
Doc Sanders
Buck Schamburger
Cochran Scott
Charles Shamel
Scott Shaw
Leland Speed
Bucky Sweets
Dee Sullins
Hugh Tannenhil
Larry Taylor
Trail Trimble
Gerald Turner
Harry Vann
Matt Virden
Hooty Wade
Gene Walls
Charles Weeks
Tommy Whitehead
Ed Whitfield
Frank Wilkinson
Sammy Winborn
Fred Winton
Jack Woodall
Jack Worrell

"KA Roses at the 'Old South Ball!'"

KA Sweetheart of 1952

"The Sheriff moves in."

"Big Ben"

"The Roundup."

kappa
alpha
The Kappa Sigma Fraternity was founded at the University of Virginia in 1869. Since that time, the total number of chapters has risen to 124 in the United States, Canada, and Hawaii.

The Alpha Tau Chapter of Kappa Sigma was established in 1895, being the third oldest fraternity on the Georgia Tech campus. We strive to be well represented in all extra-curricular activities on the campus, and have been very successful in doing so in the past. Scholarship is one of our primary goals which we strive to stress with vigor. Our social functions are very good throughout the school year with the Black and White Ball our big event. We are proud of the fact that we have a new $75,000 house which will help us grow more rapidly.

**OFFICERS**

Fred Rogers . . . . . . . President
Jack Orr . . . . . . . Vice President
George Guler . . . . . . Secretary
Dean Lennard . . . . . . Treasurer

Andrews Bridges Conrad Davis
Baumgardner Chalker Cottraux Denmark
Beach Chenk Crowther Edington
Blanton Cobb Culp Elerbee
Roswell Collins Dollam Ewing
MEMBERS

ALLEN ANDREWS
WALKER BAUMGARDNER
ROBERT BEACH
JAMES BLANTON
JAMES BOSWELL
RICHARD BRIDGES
JAMES CHALKER
JAMES CHAPMAN
WILLIAM CHEEK
DONALD CORB
ROBERT COLLINS
RICHARD CONRAD
PETE COPPEN
CLARENCE CROWThER
RAY CULP
LAWRENCE DALLAM
TOM DANIEL
JAMES DAVIS
ROBERT DENMARK
FRANK EDGINGTON
TOM ELIJAH
MARVIN EWING
EDWIN FAULKNER

ALAN FORBES
NOLAN FOSTER
CURTIS FOWLER
GEORGE GULER
WILLIAM HABIBY
REX HAWKINS
DON HILL
ARTHUR HUBERT
GEORGE JACKINS
BOWEN JOHN
CLARENCE KAR
ARTHUR KUNZER
UZELLE LASSISTER
DEAN LENNARD
LAWRENCE LYNCH
LOWRY MARKS
EDDIE McMINN
LARRY McNAIR
MARK MILLER
GARNER MOORE
WILLIAM MORRISON
WILLIAM MOSES
PAUL MOZAHN

LEWIS NATHANSON
JACK ORE
JAMES OWENS
JOHN PESOLA
HENRY PLUMMER
BRAXTON POUND
LAWTON PRINGLE
JOHN ROGERS
FRED ROGERS
CHARLES ROGERS
JOHN SCHNABEL
ROBERT SCHROEDER
JAMES SHERBIL
JACOB SHOEMAKER
HARRY SLEIGH
HENRY SMITH
SONNY SMITH
JAMES TURNER
JAMES WALLACE
RICHARD WATT
LOUIS WATTS
CARE WESTON
STANLEY WOHLLEN

Homecoming
Sweetheart time!
Founded in 1909 at Boston University, Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity has matured into one of the largest social fraternities in America. It boasts a total of one hundred and forty-three chapters in forty-three states and two provinces of Canada. The national fraternity, although one of the youngest, is already rich in tradition.

The Beta Kappa chapter was established on the Tech campus on October 6, 1942, after achieving an enviable record during its affiliation with the old Beta Kappa national fraternity.

With a highly successful rush season, the winning of the homecoming decorations, a Christmas party, and a winter formal serving as the highlights of a sparkling season; and with many members of the chapter quick to take their places as prominent campus personalities, Beta Kappa has enjoyed a successful year.

OFFICERS

Curtis Pittman, President
Thomas Broughton, Vice President
Thomas Hammock, Secretary
Norbert Jones, Treasurer
MEMBERS

WALLACE ADAMS
THOMAS BARR
ROBERT BICKEL
BILL BIEGS
WILLIAM BLYTHE
ROBERT BONNER
KONALD BOWEN
MALCOLM BRODARDUS
THOMAS BROUGHTON
RICHARD BRUCE
ROBERT BULLARD
JOHN BUSBY
JOHN CARPENTER
BOB CARROLL
JOHN CHRISTESEN
BOB CLAYTON
GLENN CORB
WILLIAM R. COLE
WILLIAM W. COLE
CHARLES CRAWFORD
BILL CRAWFORD
MALVERN CRUTCHFIELD
TOM DAGGETT
HAL DAVIS
KELLY DAY
FRED DEJARNETTE
STAN DUNNEY
EUGENE ELLIS
LOUIS FISHER
BILL GEAR
JOHN GREASSEL
BILL GRIER
GEORGE GRIFFITH
JOE GUINNESS
TOM HAMMICK
RAY HARDING
ED HARTLEY
KURT HEINRICH
LEONARD HINTON
JAMES HOPKINS
WAGFORD JOHNSON
NOBERT JONES
DANNY KENNEDY
ED KIMBALL
JOE KING
TOM LANE
BOB B. LIVINGSTON
BOB C. LIVINGSTON
DAN LUCCHI
DONNAN MARTIN
DICK MAUNEEY
EUGENE MCCALLA
JACK MCDANIEL
JAMES MCGEE
JOHN MCGURAN
JAMES MEACHAM
WENDELL MILLER
JOE MOLK
CHARLES NALL
ALEX ORTELL
GERALD OWEN
STUART PEACE
WILBUR PECK
WAYNE PESOLA
CURTIS PITTMAN
DICK PLUMLEE
JOHN REMINGTON
MICKY RUSSO
JAMES RUTLEDGE
RAY SAVAGE
BILL SHEPHERD
MARLIN SILVER
BOB SHERIDAN
CARTER SIMS
COOPER SMITH
JAMES STEPHENS
BILLY STORY
BILLY TEE
RICARDO TOYNA
JACK TOLAND
WAYNE WATKINS
ROBERT WEBB
JAMES WESLEY
PERRY YOUNG
CARLOS YGARTUA

alpha

lambda
We like it too!

Extra curricular activities.
GEORGIA DELTA CHAPTER

Founded in 1848 at the Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, Phi Delta Theta has grown into an international fraternity with over 75,000 members in 115 chapters located throughout the United States, Nova Scotia, and Canada. Besides leading all other fraternities by having the most members selected as Rhodes scholars and All-American football players, Phi Delta Theta has prominent members in every field of endeavor, including the presidency of the United States.

The Georgia Tech chapter, Georgia Delta, founded on June 4, 1902, has constantly strived to uphold the principles upon which Phi Delta Theta was founded. Not only being represented in all campus organizations, honorary societies, student government, varsity athletics, and publications; Georgia Delta won the Intramural Athletic Cup for the third straight year.

The social life was upheld by the house parties, dances, and numerous parties held during the year. As in past years, Phi Delta Theta enjoyed another successful year on the Georgia Tech campus.

OFFICERS

JIM WATSON  President
DICK FINDLAY  Vice President
RENDER CRAYTON  Secretary
BOB BRANDT  Treasurer

THETA
Get set for a little square dancing.

Dean Pershing, our hired help.

A little remembrance.

Too bad the boys can't be good looking too!
MEMBERS

PAUL BERG
JERRY BRAVERMAN
DICK COOK
GERALD DIAMOND
WARREN EPSTEIN
ROBERT FOX
MARVIN GEGHMAN
HAROLD GOLDSTEIN
STAN GUMBLE
HARVEY HOCHEMAN
LOUIS HOCHESTAEDTER
BOB JESSUP
JERRY LAVINSKY
DON LEEDS
PAUL LEFKOFF
JACK LEVIN
MYRON LEVY
RONALD LEVY
PHILLIP LOWENSTEIN
HAROLD MARCUS
GEORGE RAGOVIS
LEON SELIG
CHARLES SHERMAN
LEONARD SHEROFF
SUMNER SOCHRIN
BEN STEGALL
NORMAN TARLIN
LEONARD WOLFE

Little devils, aren't they?

Latest style, Commodore, V-12.
Come on, quit tickling me.

Nothin' like a little hard liquor.

BERG

XI CHAPTER

Since its beginning, at the College of the City of New York on November 23, 1904, Phi Epsilon Pi Fraternity has grown to its present membership of over 10,000 members, 37 active chapters, and 35 alumni associations. With its new main offices in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Phi Epsilon Pi has chapters in all the leading universities. The first Canadian chapter was organized in 1951 at McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

Xi Chapter was founded on the Tech campus on January 15, 1916. It has grown to enormous heights. Its new modern ranch-style chapter house was opened October 7, 1950, and has 21 men living in its spacious quarters. The fratres of Xi are active in campus affairs and can boast National Activity Cups for these achievements. Social life is maintained as an integral part of the Phi Eps' activities. From the very beginning of "Rush Week," through Homecoming Week-end, IFC Week-end, to the end of the year, they keep a social program of high caliber. Scholarship is stressed, and kept at a high level. Recently Xi Chapter won the blood donor trophy for contributing the most blood of any fraternity on the Tech campus. Xi went on to win the National Fraternity's trophy for donating 100% to this cause.

In the past 37 years the Phi Epsilon Pi Fraternity has made itself well known on the Tech campus and will continue to uphold its high traditions of brotherhood and scholarship.

OFFICERS

PAUL BERG . . . . . . . . President
JERRY LAVINSKY . . . . Vice President
LEONARD WOLFE . . . . Secretary
BEN STEGALL . . . . . . Treasurer

Lowenstein	 Marcus	 Selig 	 Sherman
Socherin	 Stegall 	 Tarlin 	 Wolfe
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GAMMA TAU CHAPTER

The Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta is one of the leading national fraternities in the United States. Founded in 1818 by John T. McCarty, Daniel W. Crofts, James Elliot, Jr., Ellis B. Gregg, Naaman Fletcher, and Samuel B. Wilson; it has steadily grown to its present strength of 82 undergraduate chapters and 76 active alumni chapters throughout the United States.

Phi Gamma Delta was chartered here on the Georgia Tech campus in 1926, as an outgrowth of a local fraternity known as Gamma Tau Delta. It has remained firmly entrenched here ever since, except for a few years during World War II.

Like our national organization, we here at Gamma Tau are forever building for the future, and now we believe that it will be just a matter of a few years before we will realize our dream—a new house for the Tech Fijis!

OFFICERS

William Morrell . . . . President
Robert Hazen . . . . Secretary
Richard Miller . . . . Treasurer

It finally ran!
The Witch Doctor carries on the Fiji Ritual.

Francis Sistare, Queen of Founder's Day Ball.
MEMBERS

Bub Bauchspies
Bob Bitowft
Larry Bryson
Joe Chew
Julian Daniel
Dick Denning
Wiley Frames
Dick Gammon
Charlie Hager
George Harlow
Phil Henry
Gene Huffman
Doug Hutchinson
Glenn Ingraham
Dick Johnson
Paul Kitchens
John Knighton
Carl Krah
Harvey Krieger
Bill Lester
Ken Lundberg
Clyde Lunsford
John MacPherson
Ed Martin
Jim Mann
Bud Martin
Curt Moffat
Jim Notnagel
Ed Nussbaum
Les Ovenden
Charlie Pate
George Rabstinek
Gene Roberts
Bob Ryals
Fred Scinto
Bob Selkormridge
Bill Skinner
Ed Smith
G. W. Smith
Wes Stuckey
Bob Sweitzer
Larry White
Jim Wilburn

I'll take a carton.

Some fun!
Phi Kappa Sigma was founded at the University of Pennsylvania on October 19, 1850. The Alpha Nu Chapter at Georgia Tech was established in 1904 and was one of the first fraternities on the campus to own its house. It was also responsible for the founding of the ANAK Society.

It is the policy of the fraternity to be conservative in expansion, and there are now forty-four chapters in the leading colleges and universities throughout the United States and Canada. Although Phi Kappa Sigma maintains a relatively small chapter at Tech, one can always find a Phi Kap in the midst of any worthwhile activity.

Alpha Nu is now in the best condition that it has been in many years.

OFFICERS

JOHN KNIGHTON . . . . President
DOUG HUTCHINSON . . . Vice President
JULIAN DANIEL . . . . Secretary
WILLIAM FRAMES . . . . Treasurer
The Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity was founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 45 years ago. Originally intended only for the campus at Miami, it has grown from one chapter to seventy and today ranks among the nation's top fraternities with a membership exceeding 19,000.

Phi Kappa Tau was installed on the Tech campus in 1929 when Pi Lambda Delta, a local fraternity, received its charter as Alpha Rho Chapter. Since that date Alpha Rho has made an enviable record in the scholastic, athletic, and social activities of Georgia Tech.

Backed by a large alumni association in Atlanta and an enthusiastic pledge class, Phi Tau is looking forward to another year of progress.

**OFFICERS**

ERV LENTZ . . . . . . . President
KENNETH THOMPSON . . Vice President
BILL TADDER . . . . . . Secretary
JIM KEEN . . . . . . . Treasurer
KAPPA TAU

MEMBERS

George Boggs
Bob Bruce
Ronnie Clements
Allen Cleveland
Paul Danner
Bill Davis
Tom Donaldson
Bill Dougherty
Bob Durling
Louie Easterlin
Edwin Engram
Herb Fowler
Lorentz Hodges
Bob Hogan
Dick Hughey
Jim Jones
Bobby Keaton
Jimmy Keen
Walt Knapp
Roy Law
Neil Layton
Erik Lentz
John McMillen
Bob McTyier
Chuck Montgomery
Ben Moore
Don Nordal
Carlos Olivares
Rich Rabe
Charlie Richey
Wilfred Smith
Bill Tadder
Reid Thompson
Dale Thornborough
Charles Weems
Wendell Williams

Fish pond party.

Hogan
Jones
Keaton
Law
McMillen
McTyier
Montgomery
Moore
Nordal
Olivares
Rabe
Richey
Smith
Thompson
Thornborough
Williams
MEMBERS

Emory Bailey
Ronald Brock
Peter Campbell
Bill Cardwell
Bill Corwin
Bill Davis
Bill Deg
James Fassnacht
Albert Gandy
Garnet Grizzell
Virgil Gully
Lawrence Harbin
Richard Hill
Darbon Holt
Max Hoyer
Bill Jackson
Bud Jones
Bruce Kelly
Stanley Kelsey
Glenn Kenaston
Rainford King
George King
Charles Krohn
Lewis Kuzma
Clifton Lawrence
Reginald Lewis
John Lindsay
Edward Lyons
Dennis Mathews
Bob McAdams
James McCauley
Donald McAlain
Augustus Meddle
James McNaughton
Don Murray
Carl Myers
William Nettles
Jean Norton
Donald Parish
Harry Passmore
Joe Paulek
Milton Player
Carl Schafer
Samuel Seabury
Ralph Sellers
Frank Stapleton
Conrado Stiebenroth
Howard Stryker
Ross Swany
Joe Syracuse
Edward Trent
Kenneth Vickers
Homer Walker
Bruce Warren
James Young

Let's sing out with a great exuberance.

"Tally Ho!"
Pi Kappa Alpha is one of the largest fraternities in the United States. It is a solidly established brotherhood, with strong chapters in the best American colleges and universities: a highly regarded member of the fraternity system.

Since its founding in 1868 at the University of Virginia, Pi Kappa Alpha has successfully planted its banner in college after college. Alpha Delta Chapter was chartered at Georgia Tech in 1904—fifty years ago.

The chapter owns its house on Techwood Drive where home life and recreation are provided for the members. Among PiKA's social functions are its annual Possum Hunt, Black and White Ball, and the spring house party. PiKA encourages academic achievement and is justly proud of the record of its members in this and other fields of campus activity.

**OFFICERS**

George King . . . . . President
Glenn Kenaston . . . . Vice President
Carl Myers . . . . . Secretary
Don Murray . . . . . Treasurer
IOTA CHAPTER

Pi Kappa Phi was founded at the College of Charleston, Charleston, South Carolina in December, 1904. It now has forty-six undergraduate chapters and thirty-three alumni chapters in the United States and Canada.

The Georgia Tech chapter of Pi Kappa Phi was granted a charter in 1913 and has always been active in all school activities. The fraternities' activities include full participation in scholarship, social, and athletic events. The most famous of these activities are Pi Kappa Phi's Founders' Day Celebration every December, and its annual spring Rose Ball at which the "Rose of Pi Kappa Phi" is presented.

After one year without a house, Iota Chapter finally moved into a house at 128 Fifth Street, N. W. All the members of the fraternity are satisfied with it and now are sure that Pi Kappa Phi will again be "tops" on the Tech campus in the near future.

OFFICERS

Robert Russell . . . . President
George Huppensicker . . . Secretary
Robert Stamps . . . . Treasurer

Our softball team.
MEMBERS

Nicholas Avtges
Ronald Barney
Elmer Bennett
Ronald Billib
Gerald Blocker
Claude Booker
Edward Bruce
Fulton Bulloch
James Bushong
Albert Butler
Dick Chapman
Carl Frick
Ben Gentry
George Jensen
Ted Johnson
Ronald Lanzilotta
Thomas Morris
Joe Nocella
James Pinochet
William Powers
James Propst
George Ruppenicker
Robert Russell
Robert Stamps
Harry Spearns
George Sutton
Keith Warden

Joe and Nick and our wreck.
MEMBERS

EMORY ANSLEY
Bob Bailey
Ed Bishop
Cal Bishop
Bink Bishop
Earle Bortell
Harold Bowen
Maurice Brewster
Billy Brown
Arthur Bruce
Jim Bullard
Ben Callaway
Don Cole
Tommy Colley
Larry Comer
Charles Conners
Ted Cook
George Corbin
Rock Cotton
Walter Cox
Tommy Davenport
Cecil Davis
Tom Debnam
Bob Dedrick
Bill Dechristina
Jerry Delts
Bain Effex
Bill DeBose
Harry Dukes
Jimmie Dunlap
Buckee Dukes
Bill Depp
Emerson Erbland
Bill Finley
Bobby Freeman
Bill Futch
Joe Goldsmith
John Goree
Ed Green
Bill Green
Arthur Griffith
Charles Gulley
Joe Hall
Charles Hamilton
Ed Hamilton
George Harris
Bill Hartrampf
Bill Horace
Bill Hatcher
John Hicks
Marion Hodges
Arnold Hoge
Larry Hodridge
Skeeter Hollis
Butch Horan
Deck Hull
Bill Hell
John Hunsinger
Theron Jennings
Fred Johannsen
Cork Jones
Bucky Jones
Marshall Keen
John Kubo
Ken Kennett
Frank Lamb
Al Leadbetter
Bobby Lee
Brooks Lee
John Livingston
John Maddox
Bill MacRuder
Jack Markley
Emile Markwalter
John McDonald
Moose Mitchell
Joe Moore

Homecoming.
Since its founding at the University of Alabama in 1856, Sigma Alpha Epsilon has grown in size and prestige until it is now the largest national college fraternity in the United States. There are 130 chapters in 47 of the 48 states with a total membership of over 80,000. SAE is noted for fostering the Interfraternity Council, establishing the first national leadership school, and erecting the first national headquarters building.

The Georgia Phi Chapter of SAE was the second fraternity to be established on the Tech campus. Since its chartering in 1890, its members have continued to hold that spirit which has made SAE one of the foremost fraternities. Each year SAE ranks with the best on the Tech campus. This year SAE made a fine start by getting the outstanding pledge class and thus far leading their league in football and volleyball.

The events of the social calendar are highlighted by two formal dances and a mountain house party, augmented by numerous informal gatherings at the house, all chaperoned by our beloved House Mother, Mother Lou.

OFFICERS

ROBERT DEDRICKS . . . . . President
BEN BISHOP . . . . Vice President
EDGAR VAUGHAN . . . . Secretary
WILLIAM HARWARD . . . . Treasurer

Our wonderful House Mother.
MEMBERS

TOMMY MUSGROVE
HOWARD NEWTON
NICKY NIXON
HUGH NUNNALLY
MARION PEEPLES
PETE PETTerson
DON PHILLIPS
JOHN PHELLE
BOB PECKETT
FRANK REPELT
TOMMY RIPLEY
JOHN ROURK
HUGH SAINT
JIMMY SANDERS
BILL SENNIT
PETE SHERRILL
GRAFTON SMITH
FRANK SMITH
SPENCER SMITH
BEN SPEARS
HARRY SPRING
MILLARD STANLEY
JOHN STEWART
FRANK STRICKLAND
JIM SWIFT
CARTER TERRELL
TOM THENAULT
HUGH THOMAS
BILL THOMPSON
GEORGE TRUSSELL
NAT TURNER
KEN UPCHURCH
ED VAUGHAN
JIMMY WALKER
JOE WALKER
JAY WALTON
DINK WANNAMAKER
BILL WEBSTER
LEARNARD WELCH
JAMES WHITE
KEL WILLIAMS
USHER WINSLETT
JACK WOHN

“What’ll you have?”

Ahhh! House parties.

That’s what ginger ale will do.

Deal ’em!
Guess what?

The "Bull."

Alford
Benson
Burroughs
Dowis
Armstrong
Budhos
Cady
Eubanks
Bailes
Bredland
Carlton
Evans
Barnhardt, R.
Brewer
Clark
Fivesash
Barnhardt, T.
Brookes
Clement
Fossett
Beal
Brown
Collier
Frenz
Becker, C.
Brown
Crake
Friend
Becker, R.
Buchanan
Collatz
Furchik

266
The Sigma Chi Fraternity was founded on June 28, 1855, at Oxford, Ohio. Today there are 129 active chapters, including three in Canada.

The Beta Psi Chapter was founded at Georgia Tech in March of 1922 upon the affiliation of Pi Alpha Sigma local fraternity. This year the Sigs of Beta Psi are enjoying their first year in the new house located at the corner of Techwood and Fourth Streets. It has grown in such a manner that today it is a leading member of the Interfraternity Council here at Georgia Tech. Year after year it continues to rank high in scholastic standing, leadership, brotherhood, and intramural activities.

The social activities of Sigma Chi make a full calendar. The highlight of this year’s activities was the Sweetheart Ball in November, where lovely Harriet Allen was presented the cherished White Cross, signifying her as the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.

OFFICERS

JOHN WOODY ........ President
RICHARD CLEMENT .... Vice President
JOE JERNIGAN ........ Secretary
DAVID REINTS ......... Treasurer
What a tub!

The Sweetheart and her court.

What a lover!

The new house.

A party for the kids.

MEMBERS

JERRY ABBOTT
EUGENE ALFORD
DAVID ARMSTRONG
DAN AUSTIN
CHARLES BAILES
DICK BARNHARDT
TOM BARNHARDT
LAWRENCE BEAL
CHARLES BECKER
ROGER BECKER
WHIT BENSON
BILL BENFORD
TED BLENDS
WENDELL BORDWIN
BOB BROOKER
CHARLES BROOKES
RUDOLPH BROWN
ROBERT BROWNE
WILLIAM BUCHANAN
DAN BURBIDGE
MICHAEL CODY
ROBERT CARLSON
MARTIN CLARK
RICHARD CLEMENT
ROGER COLLIER
JAMES COLLINS
PAUL CORBEE
ED CRANE
JERRY CURTIS
HUBERT DAVIS
GILL EVANS
JAMES FINCHER
JAMES FIVEASH
LARRY FOSSELT
CHARLIE FRENZ
VIC FRIEND
WALTER FURBUSH
PAUL GARRITT
EARL GILBREATH
ED GREY
NEAL GUNN
ELLIS GURRY
BERNARD HAMLING
JAMES HANNEGAN
FRANK HASWELL
BRIAN HEAD
JACK HEIDEL
DOUG HILL
WILLIAM HOLLEY
MACKAY HOWARD
THOMAS HOWARD
THOMAS HUMPHREYS
RICHARD INMAN
JOE JENKINS
DAVID JIMMERS
IRVIN JOHNSON
WILLIAM JONES
JOSEPH KANE
BEN KING
ROBERT LEE
RODNEY LEE

sigma chi
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Sigma Nu was founded at the Virginia Military Institute in 1869, and was originally known as the Legion of Honor. During its eighty-three years of existence, Sigma Nu has become one of the leading fraternities in America. There are now 116 chapters in all the forty-eight states, the District of Columbia, and Canada.

Gamma Alpha Chapter was established at Georgia Tech in 1896, and in fifty-six years has initiated almost 900 men. The past year has been a most active one. The chapter has been successful in intramural sports, homecoming activities, and the various other activities on the campus. Several house dances are held each quarter, and hardly a weekend passes without a party of some kind. The outstanding events of the year include a Christmas banquet and dance, a house party, and the White Rose Formal.

OFFICERS

CHARLES RICH . . . . . President
CLIFFORD MCCONNELL . . Vice President
MARC KELLEY . . . . . Secretary
RHENUS ALDERMAN . . . Treasurer

To our special favorite.
Our wreck.

Homecoming before the storm.

The brothers.
MEMBERS

WILLIAM HOWIE
FRANK HUGHES
NAT HUGHES
VERNON HUTCHENS
PERRY JAMES
DAN JOHNSTON
BERNEY JONES
RICHARD KEITH
MARC KELLEY
EUGENE KNIGHT
CHARLES LAFOREST
FRANK LANE
LAMAR LATIMER
GLENN LITTLE
JAMES LONG
ROBERT LONGSHORE
PRESTON MAXON
ROBERT MCALEISTER

CLIFFORD McCONNELL
JOHN MCGARTY
FRANCIS MOWBORN
BEN MILLS
MILTON MOTT
JAMES OVERSTREET
AT PASCOLE
STAN PAYNE
WILLIAM PERRINE
JOHN Qatar
GEORGE RENALDI
CHARLES RICH
JOSPEH RIZZO
WALTER ROGERS
NORMAN RUSHIAON
JAMES SCALEY
DAN SHEPPARD
L. G. SIMPSON

MEL Sires
DICK SPIERS
GEORGE SPRAGGINS
CHARLES STAKEY
JOHN TATUM
LEON TREADWELL
WILLIAM VAN PELT
CHARLES WAITE
PHILIP WEBB
JOHN WEBSTER
WILTON WEST
HARVEY WILLIAMS
JAMES WILLIAMS
RAY WILLIAMS
BOB WILLIAMS
DON WILSON
RANDY WILSON

Little, F.
Mott
Overstreet
Latimer
Maxon
McAlister

Little, G.
Payne
Sheppard
McConnell

Long
Fayette
Squires
McAlister

Long
Mason
Perrine
Quigg

Maxon
Kaser
Williams, H.

McAlister
Sheppard
Wright

Williams, J.
Mewborn

Rizzo

Treadwell

Wilson, D.

Wilson, R.

Mills
Rogers
Von Pelt

Wilson, R.
MEMBERS
Dennis Acree
Gordon Albury
Bill Allen
Bert Boone
Bob Brown
E. V. Clarke
Charles Cole
Gordon Crane
Gordon Croskey
Bill Cummings
Richard Davidson
Bill Draper
Jack Dugger
Bruce English
Emary Farr
Emar Frederick
Arthur Fugger
Ron Getman
Bill Gutter
Leland Gregory
Bill Griffiths
Jim Hall
Bob Halliday
Richard Happel
Ross Harrod
Bill Hensley
Bill Higgins
Bill Hoyer
John Kid
Bob King
Charles Kistler
Bernard Martin
Dave McDowell
P. J. McNatt
Joe Peacock
Milton Peagler
Bill Phillips
Jim Pierce
Bob Porter
Bart Porter
Jack Pruitt
George Purcell
Ken Purdy
Don Ray
Phil Rector
Walter Richardson
Pete Robinson
Clifford Sego
Bob Sheffield
Roy Simon
Terry Semings
Merle Smith
Charles Somers
Bill Stelan
John Stegma
Price Strong
Harold Strunk
Eric Uplah
Emar Vaughan
Johnny Walker
Ralph Ward
John Whitefield
Jim Williams
Jack Wilcox
Stick Wood
Jerry Worstell

The "sunny" south. Let's go have a beer.

Acree
Crane
Frederick
Harrod

Albury
Croskey
Fugger
Hoyer

Allen
Cummings
Gutter
King

Boone
Draper
Gregory
Killmer

Clarke
Dugger
Hall
McDowell

Cole
English
Happel
Peacock
It's sleepy time down south.

GEORGIA ALPHA CHAPTER

Sigma Phi Epsilon was founded in the year 1901 at Richmond University in Richmond, Virginia. Georgia Alpha Chapter was chartered on the Georgia Tech campus on April 1, 1907. Sig Ep has grown in its first fifty-one years to one of the largest national college fraternities in America. Over 40,000 members in 113 chapters throughout the country have made the fraternity what it is today. The aim of Sigma Phi Epsilon is to grow in strength and build character and leadership in all its members.

The outstanding social events of the year are the “Sig Ep Golden Heart Formal” and a weekend house party in the spring. Hayrides, house dances, costume parties, and the pledge party given to the active chapter by the pledges just before the Christmas holidays round out the social calendar.

The emphasis around the Sig Ep house is placed on scholarship. Activities consist of participation in sports and campus organizations.

OFFICERS

GORDON ALBURY . . . . President
ROY SIMON . . . . Vice President
GEORGE PURCELL . . . . Secretary
RAYMOND WOOD . . . . Treasurer
PHI CHAPTER

Always a leader in campus affairs, Phi Chapter of Tau Epsilon Phi is looking forward to another outstanding year on the Georgia Tech campus. With an active membership, the "Tep's" hope to maintain their standing as the outstanding fraternity on the campus.

Several of the brothers are outstanding members of the I. F. C., Bulldog Club, Hillel, Technique, Tau Beta Pi, Pershing Rifles, Arnold Air Society, Scabbard and Blade, R. O. T. C., and "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges." The "Tep's" are well represented in just about every honorary, scholastic, and professional society, at Tech.

Another item of which Tau Epsilon Phi is proud are the three scholarship trophies, won in recent years, and the I. F. C. trophy for the best house on campus which they won the first time it was awarded and have not lost it since. These trophies plus the President's trophy stand out on Tau Epsilon Phi's trophy shelf.

OFFICERS

NATHAN EISNER . . . . . President
EUGENE BROSS . . . . . Vice President
SANFORD SATER . . . . . Secretary
ROBERT ROSENFELD . . . . . Treasurer

Come on in. There's room for one more.
MEMBERS

Gerald Bashuk
Richard Brof
Eugene Bross
Joes Cohen
Jerry Dubof
Nathan Eisner
Alvin Kurier
Raymond Levy
Jacob Messer
Marvin Perlman
Robert Pincus
Robert Rosenfield
Alan Rubinson
Stanford Sater
Bert Saul
Hugh Shulock
Jerome Stein
Stanley Steinberg
Donald Sternberg
Eugene Stolz
Mert Wallen
William Weil
Mark Zeligman

Perlman
Rosenfeld
Rubinson
Sater
Saul

Shulock
Steinberg
Sternberg
Wallen
Zeligman

Happy times.

EPsilon Phi
MEMBERS

BARRINGTON

JACK BENSON

CARL BLIEM

REG CHUNG

JACK DEMON

JAY DOUGALL

BILL FRICKE

CHARLES GONCALVES

TOMMY GREENE

CY GRIMSHAW

ROSS GWYNN

RALPH HUNDRIKSON

BILL HOGARTH

DON HYATT

DON KUTTNER

BILL LAMBRIGHT

Paweł LIBERMAN

KEN LUNDQUIST

BILL MCCASKILL

BOB McCLELLAN

DON MEASE

BILLY MORREHEAD

TONY MORELLE

BILL MOY

JACK PARSONS

DICK PHELPS

SID POWERS

JEAN RUDOFF

FRANCIS RUST

VERNON SANDERS

JOSE SUAREZ

ROY VAILLANT

CARL WELLONS

JACK WILSON

BUB WHITE

The latest morbid news, at the Funeral Party.
BETA PI CHAPTER

Tau Kappa Epsilon was founded on January 10, 1899, at Illinois Wesleyan University. The Beta Pi Chapter was founded here at Georgia Tech in 1948. TKE, although still among the smaller fraternities on the campus, is one of the larger national fraternities, having at present over one hundred chapters and twenty-one thousand members.

The local chapter has recently acquired a new house and at present is undergoing a period of rapid growth. One of the main ideas of the fraternity is that the individual is more important than the group, and this fact is one which makes TKE a “fraternity for life.” The members are in various campus organizations and honor societies. “Tekes,” as they are known, well deserve the recognition the school has given them.

OFFICERS

PAWEL LIBERMAN . . . . President
WILLIAM MCCASKILL . . . Vice President
ROBERT MCCLELLAN . . . Secretary
RICHARD PHELPS . . . . Treasurer

Norway was never like this.
Theta Chi was founded in 1856 at Norwich University, Norwich, Vermont. In the ninety-seven years since its beginning, it has come to be known as one of the most progressive nationals. Since its inception, one hundred and nine chapters have been added to make Theta Chi one of the oldest and largest college fraternities.

The Alpha Nu chapter was installed at Georgia Tech in the spring of 1923, and thus it has enjoyed its thirtieth birthday as a part of the Tech campus. Since its installation, the members of Alpha Nu have taken an active part in all school activities without losing sight of the fraternity's ideals of scholarship and brotherhood.

The chapter social calendar is always full. This year was highlighted by the opening of the new Theta Chi house at 840 Techwood Drive, and in the new surroundings the social life flourishes. The event that is enjoyed most of all, however, is the annual Carnation Ball at which time the "Dream Girl of Theta Chi" is crowned.

OFFICERS
Ralph Youngblood . . . President
James Mauldin . . . Vice President
Robert Stancil . . . Secretary
Claude Harris . . . Treasurer
Sow belly and intellectual friend.

Bird-dogs at work.
The new house.
The Goon Squad.

Ready to blast off.

Bull session a'la Bosco.

GO, man, GO.

He wins and Kilby swims.
BETA ALPHA CHAPTER

Theta Xi was founded on April 29, 1864, at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York. There are at present fifty-two active chapters and three colonies encompassing thirty-eight states, all of which shows the conservative and well organized growth of Theta Xi.

Beta Alpha of Theta Xi was established on the Georgia Tech campus in the fall of 1947. The charter was granted to Beta Alpha on January 27, 1951. Since our installation we have been striving always to maintain the high standards set for us by our founders eighty-nine years ago.

Socials are held when they do not interfere with the school activities, but yet, often enough to relieve the strain of college studies. Theta Xi has intramural championships in softball, football, basketball, and volleyball.

The climax of the year for us is playing Santa Claus for the unfortunate children of this area.

OFFICERS

Harry Wheeler . . . . President
George Adams . . . . Vice President
Joseph Mullins . . . . Secretary
Watt Elrod . . . . . . . Treasurer

The wreck.
What a Party!!

The "Silver Streak"

MEMBERS

George Adams
Joe Arkison
Joe Areado
Bobby Albrighton
William Britt
Peyton Brown
Louis Cappelli
Walter Christensen
Anthony Curatolo
Gemmill Davis
Richard Davis
Richard Doughty
Ralph Dover
Walt Elrod
Charles Franklin
Reginald Greene
Parker Greene
Thomas Hayes
Ben Iglauer
Channing Jones
Woodrow Jones
Roland Keimer
John McClung
Emmet McGrady
Windell McGill
Joe Mullins
Larry Murray
Charles Oliver
Robert Reid
Fred Reeves
Jimmy Rogers
Armando Rosende
Frank Smith
Vito Sorander
Donald Tavenner
Thomas Timmins
George Viveiros
Roger Warren
Grady Waters
Harry Wheeler
Alan Wills

Doughty
Jones, K.
Rosende

Dover
McCrary
Soranno

Elrod
Mullins
Viveiros

Franklin
Reeves
Wheeler
MEMBERS

WALTER BALLEW
ELWOOD BLANCHARD
ROBERT CARTWRIGHT
WALTER DAVIS
CURTIS HAWKINS
DONALD JACKSON
EDWIN MAJKRZAK
CHARLES MOORE
JEFF PORTER
BUD PRAWEL
ROBERT PROEBSTLE
HAROLD ROLLENS
JOHN SPIVEY
ROBERT VIOHL
SIDNEY WAGER

The wreck.

IOTA DELTA CHAPTER

Since its founding at Union College, Hamilton, New York, on May 20, 1841, Chi Psi has grown to its present size of twenty-seven chapters. It was the fifth fraternity at Union where the Greek letter fraternity originated. Iota Delta was established at Tech on December 15, 1923.

Chi Psi encourages a well-rounded college life for its men. Emphasis is placed on scholarship, and a two hundred dollar scholarship award is given annually to the man in each chapter with the best scholarship record. Informal dances, house parties, and costume parties help maintain the social interests.

At Tech, Chi Psi is a relatively small fraternity, but in number of members only. The ties between the brothers are very strong, and the spirit of unselfish co-operation between the brothers ranks very high.

OFFICERS

ROBERT PROEBSTLE . . . . President
JOHN SPIVEY . . . . Vice President
WALTER BALLEW . . . . Secretary
DONALD JACKSON . . . . Treasurer
INDEPENDENT STUDENTS ORGANIZATION

I. S. O. COUNCIL

OFFICERS

ROBERT STEPHENSON . . . . President
GLEN SWICEGOOD . . . . Vice President
JAMES HUDDLESTON . . . . Secretary
AUGUSTUS MARKETTE . . . . Treasurer

TECHWOOD UNIT

OFFICERS

CHARLES BECKLER . . . . President
JOHN VINSON . . . . Vice President
JAMES MCCORD . . . . Secretary
SIDNEY HAWKINS . . . . Treasurer

The Tech unit of the Independent Student Organization, a national club, has done much to aid the non-fraternity man. This organization is devoted to helping its members become well-rounded in their college life. The I. S. O, has done much toward this goal since their organization on the campus.

MEMBERS

WILLIAM ACREE
JOHN BALDWIN
JOHN BARNHILL
CHARLES BECKLER
ROBERT HANLIN
SIDNEY HAWKINS
JAMES HORTON
JAMES HUDDLESTON
RAY JOHNSON
JAMES JONES
WALTER LION
CHARLES LINDSAY
FRED MAPPIN
AUGUSTUS MARKETTE
JAMES MCCORD
JAMES PATRICK
ROBERT RANKIN
WILL ROBERTS
JOHN ROLLER
BILLY ROLLINS
STEPHEN SKRIVAN
BILLY SMITH
ROBERT STEPHENSON
GLEN SWICEGOOD
JOHN VINSON